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Manual and recommendations for Internationalization of
CASEE network universities

CASEE network universities / project partners:
— University of Natural Resources and Life Sciences, Vienna
— Szent Istvan University
— Banat's University of Agricultural Sciences and Veterinary Medicine,
Timișoara
— University of Zagreb Faculty of Agriculture
— State Agrarian University Moldova

The CASEE-In project participants hope that this booklet will be a helpful resource
for other colleagues, not only at CASEE member universities.
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Foreword and Acknowledgment

Dear reader,
As project co-ordinator of the CASEE-In project, I am pleased to present this
manual to you, which is one of the main outcomes of a two-year-long activity. This
brochure does not only summarize the different steps completed to gather the
information required, but also presents the results, giving examples of different
measures taken to improve specific aspects of internationalization. The last
chapter is devoted to the different aspects that have to be taken into account when
analysing the level of internationalization of an institution. It concludes with
recommendations to overcome the most frequent obstacles identified at the
different universities. The CASEE-In project participants hope that this booklet
will be a helpful resource for other colleagues, not only at CASEE member
universities, but globally, as internationalization will always be a core element at
all Higher Education Institutions worldwide and is more important than ever.
Therefore, I want to thank all project participants, both the core group of project
contact persons, as well as the Evaluation board who did a wonderful job in
“keeping us on track” and making sure that both the review needed to develop
these recommendations as well as the manual itself did not reach dimensions that
wouldn’t be achievable in 24 months’ time. Of course, these persons were
supported by several “nameless” colleagues at the 5 project partner universities
who worked “in the background” and helped us to achieve the project results.
Therefore, I do not want to list all names of persons who did their share of work
to implement the project, but rather acknowledge the input of all contributors
with a cordial “Thank you” – it was a pleasure to work with you, and I sincerely
hope that both this manual as well as the e-learning course developed during this
project will continue to being used in the future!
Yours sincerely,

Margarita Calderón-Peter
m
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CHAPTER A

BACKGROUND
The Manual and recommendations for Internationalization of CASEE network
universities (further Manual) are developed within the IMPULSE project
“Internationalizing CASEE network by introducing innovative mobility activities
and defining quality criteria – CASEE-In” financed by Österreichischer
Austauschdienst (OeAD). The overall objective of the CASEE-In project is
improvement of internationalization of partner universities and CASEE network
with accent on innovative mobility activities and setting up of tools for
internationalization process.

PARTNER UNIVERSITIES
1. University of Natural Resources and Life Sciences, Vienna – BOKU
2. Szent Istvan University – SZIU
3. Banat's University of Agricultural Sciences and Veterinary Medicine,
Timișoara – BUASVMTT
4. University of Zagreb Faculty of Agriculture - UNIZG
5. State Agrarian University Moldova – SAUM

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES
1. Improvement of university cooperation in Danube region;
2. Improvement of university management capacities;
3. Facilitation of student and university staff mobility.

ACTIVITIES
Mapping of internationalisation of CASEE university partners was done by
creating a sets of indicators as a tools to measure and map internationalisation knowing where partner institution stands in terms of internationalisation.
Quantitative indicators as well as the quality of internationalisation were defined
and measured.
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DEFINED SET OF INDICATORS
1. Inputs - resources available to support internationalisation efforts;
2. Outputs – results of inputs;
3. Outcomes - overall achievements linked to the strategic internationalisation
goals.

METHODS OF DATA COLLECTION
Defined set of indicators for measuring the internationalization process at each
partner university were a base for creation of a self-evaluation questionnaire. (For
draft for the self-evaluation questionnaire, see annex 1)

RESULTS
The survey was completed by each partner university and summarized in the
document Report on Questionnaire - Mapping of Internationalization. The Report
was evaluated by the CASEE-In Evaluation Board and their conclusions are as
follows:
— there are different levels of internationalization between the partner
universities but in general the level achieved is already high;
— focus should be on some activities as there will be no time to address all of
the items in the last project year;
— mutual weak points were defined and are as follows:
— lack of foreign language (primarily English) and didactic courses for
teachers;
— lack of fund for incentives for internationalization;
— recruitment of international students (as starting point of the student life
cycle);
— lack of fully developed management of the student life cycle.
m
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CASEE Conference in Timisoara

Final conference in Chisinau
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From CASEE-In to CASEE-Out

Working atmosphere of our Evaluation Board
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CHAPTER B

RESULTS
During the progress of the CASEE-In project, it was decided that the Manual
should not combine already existing guidelines that give a strategy for
internationalisation at central or faculty level, or guidelines for
internationalisation of teaching and learning, as the CASEE-In project wants to
focus more on the immediate needs of the project consortium, which can also be
a sort of “best practice example” for the other CASEE universities.
The Manual is therefore created for planning, developing, and implementing
activities that should provide information, advice and guidance for overbridging
the 4 weak points identified above.
Based on the fact that self-evaluation questionnaires were created by 5
universities from 5 different countries, involving the EU and non-EU member
states, the sample is representative. It is reasonable to assume that defined weak
points are common for most of the universities within the CASEE network. For
other aspects of internationalisation, the annex provides an overview on other
already existing publications that could be useful in this respect.

SURVEY RESULTS
1.

Introduction of foreign language (primarily English) and
didactic courses for teachers
— introduction of foreign language courses for teachers (primarily English):
beginner, advanced, scientific
— introduction of didactic courses for teachers
— development of “marketing activities” to attract teachers to participate,
supported by corresponding Rector’s or Dean’s Decision Erasmus+ project
application related to this issue (e.g. strategic partnership) for the call 2018
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Examples for foreign language and didactic courses already
established at CASEE-In partner universities:
BOKU
Foreign language courses for staff members (teachers and administrative staff
members) have been offered at BOKU since the beginning of the BOKU language
courses in 1994, when staff members were allowed to register for “unused spots”
in the language courses for students. As this however is not an ideal didactic
concept, special courses for staff members were offered in the framework of
BOKU’s continuing education courses, like e.g. “Use it or lose it: speak English in
a supportive setting”, or “Presenting in English”. In the context of university
networks like the Euroleague for Life Sciences, additional workshops like
“Teaching in an international classroom” are offered for BOKU teachers.
Since 2016, when a pilot phase started, BOKU offers an additional special “English
Coaching” to BOKU scientists that want to offer lectures/courses in English. This
program provides individually targeted feedback to the lecturer, as the lecturer
has to submit the course material used in advance to the English Coach, then the
Coach attends the course that the lecturer gives in English and afterwards has a
one-to-one feedback-meeting with the lecturer, during which suggestions for
improvement of both the course material as well as the English language and the
lecture style is given.
Furthermore, the Centre for Education (Didactics and new teaching methods) and
the HR development office offer regular training in didactics for all BOKU staff
members with teaching duties.

SZIU
The International relations strategy of SZIU is aimed at transforming the
University into an international agricultural education centre. To achieve this goal
among others we train our teachers to teach in advanced level English and also
meet Y and Z generation- student’s expectations.
With EU funds (Erasmus+ STA) we announced the following trainings in Ireland
https://euprojects.atlantic.ac/wp/?utm_source=atlanticlanguage.com&utm_medi
um=menu:
—
—
—
—

Public Speaking
Academic Writing
Business English for Education
Academic Presentation Skills
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Through the EEA project, 78 people of our teaching and administrative staff were
able to participate at different courses in Iceland in 2016-17 academic year. The
courses focused on correct handling of stereotypes, prejudices, discrimination
and integration issues. Through interactive workshops, they could learn wellstructured and creative collaborative and learning methods to improve their
communication skills and intercultural competencies.
Concerning staff and teacher mobility we established a very good connection with
an education related enterprise in Iceland, named Intercultural Iceland. This is a
non-profit oriented trainer company which organizes educational courses.
Three groups from our university staff took part in the „Diverse Society- Diverse
Classroom” training course. The main focus of the training was active learning
through the application of creative, cooperative learning techniques. The
participants developed complex concrete material in their subjects where they
train the learners’ social and intercultural competences. Additionally innovative,
diverse assessment methods were explored as well.
Another important course was the „Sensitisation training with reference to
migration, racism, discrimination, culture and diversity with strategies for
teaching these issues to diverse age groups”. The educational organisations
requires their staff to be aware and sensitive in relation to stereotypes, prejudice,
discrimination and inclusion and to know how to deal with those issues with their
students, how to create a trusting and safe learning environment.
There was a good opportunity for our teachers to strengthen their knowledge at
the training course of „Assessment for learning- Creative and diverse assessment
methods for education in the 21st century”. Participants were trained how to use
the assessment for learning, had a chance to examine some of the more flexible
technological applications for assessment and how a broader range of judgements
can be utilized.
Our staff members could benefit a lot of these interactive courses and at the same
time get to know the special culture of Iceland. These new methods and
approaches proved to be very useful in daily work and we believe that the overall
quality of our education has been significantly improved.

SAUM
a. English courses for teachers and students at SAUM
At SAUM are created opportunities for improving language skills of students and
teachers participating in academic mobility.
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Both teachers and student of SAUM improve English skills during language
courses organized at the Foreign Languages Department, according to the rector
orders. Organizational expenses are borne by SAUM from special funds.
There are formed groups of two types, for teachers:
1. With the release from the teaching activity and keeping the salary for a whole
semester, 6 hours per day. Course duration: 706 hours.
2. Without releasing from the teaching activity, 3 times a week, after working
hours for one semester.
b. Teaching courses
According to the order of the Ministry of Education of Moldova no. 199 from 4th of
April, 2011, those working as teachers in educational institutions for vocational
training, including higher institutions, and have not received psycho-pedagogical
training, will conduct, mandatory, the psycho-pedagogical module in a volume of
30 credits of study, according to the table.

Nr.
crt

Module component

1
2
3

Pedagogical module
Psychological module
Didactics

4

Teaching Practice

Evaluation Form
Total
hours
I. Theoretical component
210
Portfolio / Benchmark Testing
180
Portfolio / Benchmark Testing
210
Portfolio / Benchmark Testing
II. Practical component
Presentation of teaching
materials developed
(curricula, methodological
support, etc.)

Nr. of
credits
7
6
7
10

Study credits can be accumulated over two years.
In accordance with this order and other legislative acts, SAUM organized The
Training Centre of SAUM.
The centre’s mission is to provide professional training at the highest level for
teachers and students of SAUM, and other stakeholders, to enhance professional
potential, facilitate the creation of career, ensuring easier integration in the
labour market.
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The basic objectives of the centre are:
— Continuous training of various categories of beneficiaries at an optimal level,
in line with labour market needs and taking into account performance in
related areas;
— Use multilateral modern educational technologies, including TIC-based tools
in the teaching and training process;
— Cooperation with other institutions in the country and abroad to continuous
updating of forms and methods of continuous training and program content
used.

2.

Establishment of Fund for internationalization incentives
— allocation of part of the university budget just for international activities that
could not be financed through existing programs

Examples for funds for internationalization incentives already
established at CASEE-In partner universities:
BOKU
Within BOKU’s global budget awarded by the Ministry, a part is reserved for
“International funds”.
Out of this fund, BOKU pays scholarships for Master and PhD students who do
research abroad, as well as scholarships for Master students who want to study
one semester at a Non-European University. Furthermore, part of these
“International funds” are reserved to pay e.g. membership fees to university
networks in which BOKU is a member, or to implement the activities foreseen in
the “work programs” with each partner university. (For all Non-ERASMUS+
partner universities, BOKU have a “Work program” annexed to each agreement
that defines exactly the staff and student exchanges that should take place in a
period of 2 years each. Usually, those work programs foresee that the sending
institution pays the travel costs and the host institution the accommodation costs
of the teaching staff exchanges. These costs are covered out of the budget.)
In addition, in the past years BOKU’s rectorate has decided to visit strategically
important partner universities in one continent with a BOKU delegation of 6-7
staff members with different scientific background, to discuss ongoing co14

operation activities or establish new partnership agreements. These delegation
visits have also been funded by International Funds and contributed also to
increased interdisciplinary collaboration within our university.
Part of these “International funds” are also always reserved for “unforeseen but
strategically important” business trips, like visits of the Austrian President or
Minister for Science abroad with a scientific delegation (and BOKU always
nominates one representative to join these scientific delegations), or teaching
duties of BOKU scientists at “not-yet partner” universities abroad.

SZIU
Hungary provides high quality education in the heart of Europe. Today, there is a
growing demand of international students to study in Hungary. Besides the
quality of education and degrees recognised throughout Europe and beyond,
students are attracted by the affordable living costs with an extremely favourable
cost-to-value ratio, a safe and friendly living environment with convenient public
transportation, the central location of the country in Europe and the unspoiled
natural beauties combined with a 2000 year-old, rich Hungarian history and
several UNESCO World Heritage Sites. Hungary is also within the top countries
with the highest number of scientific Nobel Prize Winners per capita, and a
numerous scientific inventions from Vitamin C to Rubik’s cube and so on.
The Stipendium Hungaricum Scholarship Programme was launched in 2013 by the
Hungarian Government. The core mission of the programme is to increase the
number of foreign students in Hungary and to encourage Hungarian higher
education institutions to attract top foreign students.
The programme is based on bilateral educational cooperation agreements signed
between the Ministries responsible for education in the sending
countries/territories and Hungary or between institutions. Currently more than 50
Sending Partners are engaged in the programme throughout 4 different
continents.
Thousands of students from all around the world apply for higher educational
studies in Hungary each year. The number of Stipendium Hungaricum applicants
is continuously increasing as well as the number of available scholarship places.
In the academic year 2017/2018 approximately 4000 students can begin their
studies in Hungary in the framework of the Stipendium Hungaricum Programme.
The Programme is managed by Tempus Public Foundation.
Szent Istvan University enrolled 256 Stipendium Hungaricum scholars last year
and according to the recent statistics will enrol further 260 students in September
2017. After these students the tuition fee that varies between 2200-3000
EUR/semester, is paid by the Hungarian Government to SZIU. From this resource
15

a central fund has been deducted (about 10%) what is spent on certain
internationalisation activities like making our building bilingual with guiding and
information panels and tables, interactive maps about the campus and within the
building or establishing international Alumni.

FAZ
The Faculty Council of the Faculty of Agriculture University of Zagreb adopted the
Regulation on Awarding Funds for the Promotion of International Cooperation in
2006 and established the Fund for International Cooperation. With this
Regulation, criteria and process of awarding financial resources from the Fund
have been ascertained. The Fund is managed by the Board for International
Cooperation and the Vice-dean for International Relations. Sources of financing
of the Fund are 2 % of all income that the Faculty achieves with the business
sector, University of Zagreb annual budget for International Cooperation, part of
indirect costs from research and educational international projects, income from
IRO international projects and income from organization od conferences,
seminars and other IRO activities.
Fund resources are constantly funnelled towards the achievement of goals set in
the Strategic plan through annual amendments of the categories and criteria for
receiving the resources. Criteria have been changed in accordance with
international trends, and are based on the decisions of the Board.
Financed activities primarily relates to student mobility (incoming and outgoing),
mobility of the scientific-educational staff (incoming and outgoing teachers and
also ad hoc visits) for the purpose of concluding new agreements for new forms of
cooperation. Such activity is also seen in maintaining existing treaties, joining
new international university networks and actively participating in existing
international university networks. In accordance with the strategic goal of
applying more international projects, departures of scientific-educational
employees from the Faculty of Agriculture to project proposals meetings or
organization of the same meeting at the Faculty of Agriculture are also financed
by the Fund. Funds resources have largely been focused towards those activities
that cannot be financed from available exchange programs. In previous years,
Fund supported teachers to conduct modules on English language in order to
intensify internationalization of teaching process.
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3.

Development of Plan for recruitment of international
students
— the Plan for recruitment of international students should include:
— expanding strategic international partnerships, research collaborations,
exchange and study abroad programs,
— participation at university / scholarship fairs
— advertising on study portals
— involvement of alumni,
— introduction or optimization of university materials for mobile-device
usage (apps)
— optimizing university website
— development of social media content
— to acquire label HR Excellence in Research for recruitment of researchers
– which could be in future used as a promotional asset

Examples for plans for recruitment of international students
already established at CASEE-In partner universities:
SZIE
As a result of university and faculty-level negotiations a need for a unified
interpretation and organisation of international relations was raised in 2008.
They concluded that managing strategic partnerships, foreign relations, PRmarketing communication, recruitment of international students and alumni
within one single frame can bring such synergies to the surface that help
positioning the university, building its image, publicity and development to a
great extent both on a national and international level. On the basis of negotiating
with faculty leaders it was pointed out that there had been a need for such a
central coordination that manages university-level international relations by
creating a unified cluster in such a way that its value enhancing potential would
primary affect the faculties themselves in addition to keeping their autonomy.
Szent István University recruit students through various channels: international
students can arrive within numerous scholarship programmes or can be selfpayers via recruitment agencies.
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Science without Borders
Hungary joined the programme entitled Science without Borders in September
2013 and Szent István University was one of the institutions to receive
agricultural engineering students in Gödöllő and veterinary students in Budapest.
In consecutive 4 intakes SZIU has enrolled 168 Brazilian students to various MSc
programmes, thus ranked as number 4 Brazilian students hosting university in
Hungary. Here the tuition fee of the participating students was paid by CAPES
(Brazilian Federal Agency for Support and Evaluation of Graduate Education) to
the universities directly.

KITE Mundus programme
The objectives of the KITE project are as follows:
— making European higher education more popular in the world
— initiating new inter-institutional cooperation between the EU and ACP
(African, Caribbean and Pacific) countries
— assisting and strengthening the teaching and studying capacity of higher
education
— ensuring mobility for students with special needs
— developing and strengthening the management and internationalisation
capacity of partners
During the four years of the project 226 scholarships were distributed that
financed part-time studies or degree courses (MSc or PhD). Our popularity is
growing in the region partly due to our students who won scholarships and also
our partners in the consortium. This area was rather underrepresented in the
former contact system of SZIU. Hopefully, in this way the African, Caribbean and
Pacific countries will also become an active partner in cooperation.
The total budget of the project on the level of the consortium for 4 years
approximately reaches 4 million EUR. Most of the expenditure is made up by the
scholarships, grants for students, travelling costs and insurance. The share of
consortium partners depends on the number of students received. In line with the
length of the training the following grants are paid by the host institutions.

TIMUR Mundus programme
The objectives of the TIMUR project are similar to those of KITE: during 4 years
145 scholarships were granted and the total budget of the project is 2 999 950
EUR. In this project 95 per cent of mobility is directed from Uzbekistan to the
Union partners.
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FAO-Hungarian Government scholarship
The following Master of Science degree courses are being offered in English for
the 2017-2018 Academic Year:
1. Rural development and agribusiness
2. Horticulture
3. Agricultural water management
The following universities are participating:
— Szent István University, Faculty of Economics and Social Sciences
— Szent István University, Faculty of Horticultural Science
— Szent István University, Faculty of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences
Courses will be offered provided the minimum number of students is reached.

The scholarship will cover:
— application and tuition fees throughout the study period with basic books
and notes;
— dormitory accommodation;
— subsistence costs;
— health care.
All of the above mentioned costs are financed by the Hungarian Government,
according to the Agreement between FAO and Hungary in 2007.
Residents (who must be nationals) of the following countries) are eligible to apply
for the Scholarship Programme:
Afghanistan, Albania, Algeria, Angola, Azerbaijan, Armenia, Belarus, Bosnia and
Herzegovina, Burkina Faso, Chad, Egypt, Ethiopia, Gambia, Georgia, Ghana,
Jordan, Kazakhstan, Kenya, Kosovo, Kyrgyzstan, Laos, Lebanon, Macedonia,
Madagascar, Mali, Myanmar, Moldova, Mongolia, Montenegro, Namibia, Nigeria,
North-Korea, Palestine, the Philippines, Serbia, Somalia, South-Sudan, Sudan,
Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Uganda, Ukraine, Uzbekistan, Vietnam, Yemen.
Szent István University has 10-20 FAO scholars every year.
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Stipendium Hungaricum programme
The Stipendium Hungaricum Scholarship Programme was launched in 2013 by the
Hungarian Government. The core mission of the programme is to increase the
number of foreign students in Hungary and to encourage Hungarian higher
education institutions to attract top foreign students.
The programme is based on bilateral educational cooperation agreements signed
between the Ministries responsible for education in the sending
countries/territories and Hungary or between institutions. Currently more than 50
Sending Partners are engaged in the programme throughout 4 different
continents.
Thousands of students from all around the world apply for higher educational
studies in Hungary each year. The number of Stipendium Hungaricum applicants
is continuously increasing as well as the number of available scholarship places.
In the academic year 2017/2018 approximately 4000 students can begin their
studies in Hungary in the framework of the Stipendium Hungaricum Programme.
The Programme is managed by Tempus Public Foundation.
Provisions covered by the scholarship:
— Tuition-free education
— exemption from the payment of tuition fee
— Monthly stipend
— non-degree, bachelor, master and one-tier master level: monthly amount
of HUF 40 460 (cca EUR 130) contribution to the living expenses in
Hungary, for 12 months a year, until the completion of studies
— doctoral level: according to the current Hungarian legislation, the
monthly amount of scholarship is HUF 140 000 (cca EUR 450) for the first
phase of education (4 semesters) and HUF 180 000 (cca EUR 580) for the
second phase (4 semesters) - for 12 months a year, until completion of
studies.
— Accommodation
— dormitory place or a contribution of HUF 40 000 to accommodation costs
for the whole duration of the scholarship period
— Medical insurance
— health care services according to the relevant Hungarian legislation (Act
No. 80 of 1997, national health insurance card) and supplementary
medical insurance for up to HUF 65 000 (cca EUR 205) a year/person
Szent István University already hosts 451 Stipendium Hungaricum scholars for
BSc, MSc and PhD programmes.
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Recruitment through agencies
Besides scholarship programmes we try to recruit self-financing international
students too. We agreed with more than 20 agencies throughout the world to
advertise our study programmes especially int he Middle-East, Far-East Asia and
Africa. In such a case we provide PR materials to the agent and closely cooperate
with them during the visa process. SZIU provides commission of 7-10% on the
tuition fee paid in the first semester of enrolment.

SWOT analysis on internationalization
Strengths
In developing our international relations our strength is that both our educational
and research activities with more than 200 years of traditions embrace a wide
range. In addition, the efficient work and the experience of our teachers and staff
and also the developed scientific life of Hungary also strengthen the international
positions of our university.
— Highly qualified and determined teachers and researchers.
— Prestige of teaching in international educational programmes.
— Strong international relations between the teachers and researchers, too.
— International programmes mean substantial financial sources for
developments.

Weaknesses/Areas to be developed
Fragmentation that can be observed in the areas of agriculture in Hungary does
not only decrease the reputation of our researchers to a great extent but also
creates one of the greatest obstacles to promoting and developing the excellent
Hungarian results in agriculture and natural sciences. Furthermore, other
difficulties are caused by the overburdened university staff and little information
that is available in English and also our international presence must also be
enhanced.
— Few employees, consequently teachers and researchers are overworked.
— Not competitive wages.
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Opportunities
Serious international interest has been expressed in our technical training to the
exploitation of which, together with promoting our trainings, the broader and
broader university contacts, the recently established Centre for Technical
Information Education and Research and also the wider range of international
grants available for our students also contribute. The unique geographical
benefits of our other campuses also mean a significant competitive advantage in
international higher education. Enhancing the reputation of talented young
teachers and researchers by supporting their participation in study trips abroad.
— The high proportion of students in Scientific Students’ Association
competitions is a good source of supply for succession.
— Promising educational programmes: agriculture and food production are
strategically important internationally, too.

Threats
The strong international competition in the region and also the proximity and
attraction of Budapest make the recruitment of students more difficult and in
many cases Gödöllő is not the final destination for a lot of applicants. It is
aggravated by the general demographic situation typical of the region and most
countries.
— Attraction of the private sector
— Migration of young professionals
— Permanent instability in higher education, lateness of strategy making

Yes
The institution has BSc and/or MSc programmes in a
foreign language
There is a PhD programme in a foreign language

m

The institution is part of a programme with two or
more degrees
There are international programmes integrated in the
BSc and/or MSc programmes in Hungarian (e.g.
regional studies, foreign languages, cultures)

m

There is a possibility for studying foreign languages
within the curricula
There are some subjects in a foreign language
available for the students of the Hungarian
programmes

m
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No

Partly N/A

m

m

m

Compulsory literature in a foreign language is
integrated in the subjects of the programmes in the
Hungarian language

m

The institution informs its teachers and students
about international possibilities

m

There is a curriculum committee dealing with
international educational programmes

m

The institution has a valid Erasmus Charter contract
The institution has an ECTS Label

m

The institution is part of the international educational
networks
There are exchange agreements at the institution to
enhance student and teacher mobility

m

Foreign visiting professors regularly teach at the
institution

m

There are international professional programmes
accredited at the institution
The Credit Transfer Committee prepares an annual
report about its activities
The institution has programme offers abroad

m

m

m

m
m

In the teachers’ performance appraisal international
activity appears as a separate part and it is taken into
consideration for promotion

m

The funds that can be spent on international relations
including the cost of offices and staff appear in a
separate row in the budget of the institution

m

There is a separate marketing budget for
internationalisation (recruiting students,
participation in students’ fairs, promotion etc.)
There is a fund for the grants of students going out

m
m

There is a person in charge of teaching subjects in a
foreign language with a separate independent
organisation
There is an office dealing with in-and outbound
journeys and services for the international matters of
students and teachers
There are non-Hungarian citizens employed in
international offices
There is a website in a foreign language
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m

m
m
m

The human resource strategy of the institution deals
with increasing the proportion of foreign teachers in a
separate chapter
Certain jobs are advertised internationally
Teachers are encouraged to teach in a foreign
language with different incentives
There are researchers’ positions and postgraduate
scholarships due to international research projects
The institution supports their teachers’ taking part in
conferences and study trips abroad

m
m
m
m
m

4.

Development of the Management plan of the student life
cycle
Defined in its broadest sense, the student life cycle means from the first point of
contact with potential students to graduation and lifelong learning and career
management for graduates (Wankel 2010). Student life cycle focuses on the entire
student journey from admissions through alumni in order to ensure student
success. It is important in enhancing how we understand students’ engagement
and achievements within their studies by identifying their needs as they progress
through their university degree (Burton, Chester, Xenos, & Elgar 2013). Many
factors weigh in the decision-making process for prospective students. It is
critical for higher education institutions to deliver the right information at the
right time. To communicate effectively, it is important to understand the type of
messaging that will resonate most with prospective students as they make their
way through the student life cycle.
The student life cycle encompasses all the responsibilities and areas of students,
teachers, and administrative employees that occur or are touched upon
throughout the course of an academic education (all steps from the recruitment,
application, admission and enrolment, to the participation in courses and exams
and the graduation).
The first point of contact can precede the application process considerably and
comprise the awareness and aspirations rising stage. The student life cycle
commences with student recruitment, often two or more years before entering
university. Moving on to the application and recruitment support, the student life
24

cycle process then transits to induction, on-course support, learning, teaching and
assessment. Final stages of the life cycle involve career management and lifelong
learning. Affiliation with the alumni core encourages lifelong learning and
continued engagement with the university.

Student Life Cycle Management
1. Process of Leads till Admission: Enquiry / Open Days
2. Student Admission Process
3. Studying: Enrolment / Module registration / Student administration – course
and examination / Exams and grades / Learning and Curriculum Tracking /
Careers and other support services / international and extracurricular
activities / offers and services / assessment and evaluation
4. Degree congregation, Alumni Association

Examples for management of student life cycle already established
at CASEE-In partner universities:
BOKU
At BOKU internationalization during the student life cycle reaches ideally from
admission to graduation. It is visible on the website, which is available in German
and English and all service units offer support for international students in at least
these two languages, as well. Starting from the Master level several study
programs are held in English, either at BOKU only or together with international
partners. Even in German study programs several courses not taught in the local
language are demanded. The courses offered in English are numerous and on the
rise.
For joint international programs there are common management plans to
administer the mobilities between the partners. For example, for the Danube
AgriFood Master developed in the framework of the CASEE network there are
coordinating academic and non-academic staff members at each university, who
meet on a regular basis in order to improve their common management.
ERASMUS Outgoing and Incoming student mobilities and internships are
managed through a special database (Mobility Online) that allows to have a
transparent procedure for all activities from application, selection of scholarship
holders, mobility abroad and return home phase. This database is accessible for
all International Office Team members (with different reading and writing rights),
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so that processing student requests is always possible irrespective of whether or
not the person in charge is e.g. on sick leave or holidays, as all e-mails sent to one
student are stored in the database and thus follow-up is easily possible. This
system of managing the student life cycle via an online database is currently being
expanded to other scholarship programs, too.

FAZ
Development of the Management plan of the student life cycle:
University of Zagreb Faculty of Agriculture service supports the administration of
students for the full lifecycle from enquiry, through application and registration,
to graduation, including alumni activity.
Student life cycle management covers the following key areas and processes
associated with the administration of students:
— marketing and recruitment (open days, student fairs)
— application
— admissions
— registration / enrolment
— examination and grading
— progression (Undergraduate studies → Graduate studies → Postgraduate
studies)
— graduation
— alumni
Prospective students
Faculty of Agriculture has an active website where future students have at
disposal information about each study programme as well as the criteria and
procedures for enrolment. For more detailed information there is also a student
service of the Faculty of Agriculture, where the candidates can receive information
on enrolment and studies in person, via e-mail or by telephone.
Current students
Upon enrolment students are introduced with their obligations and rights during
the study, and receive basic information on the studies and teachers. Students
also get information about the Regulations on studying at undergraduate and
graduate studies. All information is available from study programme coordinator,
Students Records Office, website, notice board and Centre for student support and
career development.
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During the progression Faculty of Agriculture encourages internal student
mobility by regulations which govern and allow transfer of students to other
studies of the same level. Enrolment conditions for graduate studies set certain
minimal conditions, but they also allow the enrolment of students from other
institutions of higher education.
Regulation on studying at the undergraduate and graduate study at the University
of Zagreb Faculty of Agriculture governs the transfer to other studies of the same
level.
Transfer to other studies of the Faculty of Agriculture is rarely realized during
study at undergraduate studies. More often students, after completing the
undergraduate study, decide to enrol in graduate study which differs from their
undergraduate study.
The internal mobility of students within the university or professional studies is
encouraged by acknowledging the students ECTS credits that they achieved at
related study programmes. Enrolment in graduate studies is permitted for all
students who have finished university or professional undergraduate studies at
other institutions of higher education. The enrolment in graduate studies is also
permitted to students who have finished professional studies if, during their
study, they have achieved an average grade greater than 3.5.
During all levels of study students have possibility for the international mobility
within the possible mobility programmes (Erasmus+, CEEPUS, bilateral exchange,
etc.) The mobility of students can be conducted within study mobility for studies
or placement in the host institution. International Relations Office supports
students in all international activities.
Former students
After graduation and/or during the promotion students receive application form
for the Alumni Association of the Faculty of Agriculture in order to support home
institution goals and to strengthen the ties between alumni, the community and
home institution.

SZIE
Similarly to BOKU Szent Istvan University also bought the license of SOP MobilityOnline for managing student mobilities. Mobility-Online supports the
management of mobility, recruitment, and admission processes for all types of
participants
(outgoing
students/professors,
international
incoming
students/professors, guest researchers, interns, and staff).
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Mobility-Online simplifies all administration processes between the International
Relations Office and the applicant through:
— Paperless management of all types of mobility, recruitment, and admission
processes
— Portal for online presentation of your partners, cooperations, exchange and
study programmes
— Customisable online application forms
— Adjustable step-by-step management of internal processes
— Easy network tracking tools for internationalisation management:
partnerships, cooperations, and agreements
— Automated reports and statistics
— Efficient budget and grant management
— Personalised user account
Additionally the central and faculty level international offices are working closely
with SZIU’s ESN student network, who help and assist a lot in everyday
management, social activities, personal care and event organisation.
http://sziu.hu/getting-around
On behalf of Tempus Public Foundation (in the framework of EFOP-3.4.2-VEKOP15-2015-00001 project) a study was conducted to reveal the opinions of full-time
and part-time international students studying in Hungary, analysing their
perceptions and attitudes towards Hungary, its educational services and mobility.
The full study available at the following link:
http://tka.hu/docs/palyazatok/hallgatoi-elegedettseg-tanulmanykotet-en.pdf
We are proud that Szent Istvan University was ranked number 1 out of 18
Hungarian Higher Education Institutions in 3 categories (if we consider only the
min. 100 responders), namely quality of institution and education, help in general
orientation and services of the institution (Table 33, page 56).

USAMVBT
Student life cycle management at BUASVMT covers the following processes
associated with the administration of students:
— marketing and recruitment (open days, student fairs, presentation of the
university in schools)
— admissions
— registration / enrolment
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— examination and grading
— progression (Undergraduate studies → Graduate studies → Postgraduate
studies)
— graduation
— alumni
Each of the six faculties of the university has own website which offers
information about each study programme as well as the enrolment calendar and
procedures.
At the beginning of each academic year, the deans offices nominate the Dean of
the study year, which is the main contact person for the whole study cycle.
The university has a vice rector responsible with students activity and each faculty
a vice dean with same responsibilities. Also the university developed a Centre for
student support and career development.
Upon enrolment students, the secretariat and the dean of the study year introduce
students with their obligations and rights during the study, and give them basic
information on the studies, about the Regulations on studying.
During the progression it will be encouraged to have external practice at several
companies, farms.
Each year will be organized Student conferences and sport and professional
competition, named Agronomiada, between the students of the four Romanian
agricultural universities.
At the beginning of each new academic year, the university awards the students
with the best results in the last study year.
Enrolment in master studies is permitted for all students who have finished
university undergraduate studies at the same university or other institutions of
higher education.
During all levels of study students have possibility for the international mobility
within the possible mobility programmes (Erasmus+, CEEPUS). There is an
Erasmus+ coordinator at university level and also six coordinators at each faculty.
After graduation the former students can take part in the Alumni Association.
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SAUM
At SAUM there are recruitment events every year “Day of open doors”. Aim: get
known with university and its capacity, offer, study programs and opportunities.
Also department of International Relations organizes Informational days every
year at each faculty of SAUM. During this event students and teachers get
information regarding international projects, professional practice abroad,
possibilities to obtain mobility grants.
International day at SAUM is organized in November or December every year,
where foreign students present their culture and traditions. There are special
guests at the event such as representatives of embassies, foreign partner
universities, business, ministries of resort, stakeholders.
Financial support is an important factor to continue studies. In this sense, SAUM
provides special scholarships for students with disabilities and from vulnerable
families. According to the decision of Administrative council, some students from
vulnerable groups get free accommodation.
SAUM offer opportunities and motivation for success by recommending high
performance students for Government scholarship, academic mobility grants,
scientific conferences, summer schools. Students can participate for free in
extracurricular activities (arts and sport), international student festivals, and
professional competitions.
Study process is facilitated by different digital tools such as moodle, electronic
library, email, web pages and other systems that interface with students, faculty,
and the learning environment.
Students have the possibility to join a research team and be an employee with the
help of career office.
SAUM has a Lifelong Learning Laboratory and a specialized centre for employees
in forestry. Teachers offer consultations to graduates in different fields.
SAUM has a special external commission for evaluation of student knowledge that
suggest how to improve curricula and study plans in order to prepare high level
specialists. The quality of graduates is checked by different types of
questionnaires sent by employers and within meetings with them.
SAUM tracks the professional career of their graduates and involves alumni in
student life cycle.
m
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CHAPTER C

Recommendations for other (CASEE)
universities
The CASEE-In project has clearly proved that the quality of education is strongly
linked to the quality of internationalisation, and discussed options for measuring
the quality of internationalisation. In the past, there have been several projects
worldwide for developing benchmarking activities and indicators for
internationalisation. In general, quantitative approaches (such as measuring the
number of student and staff exchanges or co-operation agreements) have been
more and more replaced by qualitative methods, as is also following the trend of
EU programs to identify strategic partnerships.
As has already been shown in the IROICA publication “Quality in
internationalisation, the password for the future” in 2004 (ISBN 2-905267-44-5),
Table 1 describes key aspects that have to be taken into account when analysing
the internationalisation level of an institution, as these are the main areas to work
on in order to improve the internationalisation of a university.
Table 1: Key aspects highlighted by the quality audit1
Development of rigorous quality regime for education, research and
administration, systemic connection between quality review and staff
development and planning, improved internal transmission of evaluative
information, development of quality guidelines for in-end outgoing students
and staff.
Development of incentive structures to support the internationalisation
strategy and university-wide priorities, continuing refinement of performance
indicators, linking performance indicators to policy level, more transparent
incentive structure.
Movement to critical mass in teaching and research environments by
expansion of existing trajectories, by adding related disciplines to the core of
KVL, by consummating and strengthening existing and new partnership, by
selecting interdisciplinary research topic to embrace a wid staff group, by
focusing Ph.D.’s, post-doctoral positions and visiting professors in these areas,
by close accountability for subsequent performance.

Quality in internationalisation, the password for the future, Proc. 8th European IROICA
conference, page 18
1
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Fine-tuning organizational structures and processes, combining functions of
policy development, quality assurances, audit and enhancement, validation of
agreements, streamlining international committees, increasing focus on
globalization, commercialization and strategic partnership.
Sharpening of partnership policy, more selective policy and practice in terms
of existing research and education, KVL’s globalization agenda, need to
develop newer interdisciplinary areas for which KVL does not possess a
sufficiently broad profile, need for partnership with non-agriculturally related
universities, e.g. business school.
Linking staff policy to internationalisation, improved incentives and support
structures, design and operation of effective study leave/sabbatical policy,
development of training and staff development opportunities to support
internationalisation.
Future image and public identity, possible rebranding of image and identity
nationally to match international profile, strengthening KVL’s provision within
Denmark and Scandinavia.
English language dimension, monitoring quality teaching, monitoring impact
of assessment practices and standards, monitoring dynamic of classes taught
in English, provision of incentives and support for converting into English, staff
development.

As Dr. Irene Müller already mentioned in her chapter of the IROICA proceedings,
“a high level of internationalisation can only be maintained if dedicated
professionals look after it permanently. If it is left alone only for a short while, it
will dwindle immediately and all the efforts of years are wasted.”2
Consequently, the most important outcome of this CASEE-In project is also that it
is essential to have sufficient resources and highly professional staff to increase
and maintain the level of internationalisation of a university.
With regard to the most urgent topics identified in our analysis, the following
recommendations to overcome these obstacles can be given:

Recommendations: Internationalisation shall be considered in education,
research and third mission in these fields:

Quality in internationalisation, the password for the future, Proc. 8th European IROICA
conference, page 11
2
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1.

Strategy and Planning (e.g. priority activities, geographic
priorities, partnerships, innovations)
Develop/refine a strategy for internationalisation
— Take national strategies into account
— Develop the strategy both bottom up and top down, including all relevant
stake-holders.
— There may be strategies at university level and at the level of the faculty,
they shall be related to each other in a consistent way
— Take existing agreements and projects as starting point.
— Discuss your ideas with important partner institutions.
— Participatory process for issuing the University strategy for
internationalisation in order to have broad acceptance.

Possible contents and rationale of a strategy for internationalisation
— Rationale: The strategy for internationalisation should address priority
activities related to the main present-day challenges: Globalization, low-cost
transport, IT and internet-related global extension, financial crisis, negative
demographic trends, increasing immigration: ethnic problems
— The strategy for internationalisation of EU member states should address
geographic priorities: Compliance of the higher education institutions inside
the EU and in relation with SEE countries.
— The strategy for internationalisation should address innovationactivities in
environmentally-friendly economy (bioeconomy), IT, agriculture, forestry,
food security, SDG, climate change
— Include intercultural aspects and diversity management
— Establish a foreign language policy
— Consider the student life cycle management from recruitment to graduation
(alumni network)

How to implement a strategy for internationalisation?
— Elaborate an implementation plan with short, medium and long-term goals
with clear responsibilities for implementation, goals and indicators
— Review these plans on an annual basis
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— Establish an appropriate and functional structure for the implementation of
the strategy, e.g. a central international relations office coordinating unit
— Identify coordinators at department level and for specific geographic
priorities (e.g. international contact persons at each faculty)
— Establish strong partnerships with selected institutions
— Participate in university networks and other networks

2.

Resources
— Provide appropriate resources for the internationalisation on a sustainable
basis (long term financing). In doing so, the following aspects shall be
considered:

Institutional funds
— Define clear and transparent rules for the distribution of the budget for
internationalisation
— Budget for university, faculty, international office, degree programmes and
further activities
— Recruitment of international students and staff
— Provide incentives according to your strategy for educational, research and
capacity building activities

Acquisition of external funds
— Provide support for obtaining scholarships for incoming students and
university staff
— Provide support for obtaining scholarships for outgoing students and
university staff
— Access to scholarships and programmes, e.g. EU programmes
— Support for the elaboration of project proposals (e.g. technical staff for
writing a proposal)
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3.

Management at the level of the university, faculty or
institute: Internat. staff, language policy
— Allow for a clear responsibility for international issues at the level of the
rectorate and/or of the faculty (e.g. vice-rector, vice-dean for
internationalisation)
— Include internationalisation aspects at all levels of the university
— Develop language policy plan for your university http://www.boku.ac.at/fileadmin/data/H05000/H12000/Baum_2012/G_Internationale_Kooperation/C_Strategie/2016_Beschluss_Language_Policy_Plan.pdf
— Management through international relation unit with adequate structure and
resources.
— Stimulate the international activities by including related targets and
indicators in the personnel promotion, evaluation and ranking
4.

Marketing, institutional promotion and recruitment of
international students
— Promotion of the institution at international student fairs
— Common promotion of university networks (e.g. CASEE) at educational fairs
and conferences, e.g. EAIE, NAFSA
— Participation in international associations
— Promotion of study programmes on platforms (e.g. IAAS, IFSA, IAESTE,
AIESEC, ESN ...)
— Use social media and your website for sending information on your
international activities
— Multimedia tools to be used for marketing
— Motivate outgoing students to become student ambassadors (e.g. for the
home institution and for CASEE, common projects, networks)
— Elaborate internal and external communication policies on international
activities
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— Make advantage of national and international rankings for the promotion of
the institution (at university and/or at faculty level)
— Make advantage of institutional evaluations and accreditations for the
promotion of the institution
5.

Recruitment of international staff
— International announcement of academic positions: Use platforms like
EURAXESS and send the English vacancy announcements to your partner
universities
— Recruitment of professors, lecturers and researchers with international
experience
— When hiring new staff, check their language skills
— When hiring new staff, check their international experience and
competencies (language skills, intercultural awareness, knowledge of the
international context)
— Implement the Human Resources Strategy for Researchers:
https://euraxess.ec.europa.eu/jobs/hrs4r
6.

Integration of international students
— Offer intensive preparatory courses of the language of instruction related to
their fields of study (on-line…)
— Organisation of official events for international students (e.g. orientation
week, opening ceremony for international students, welcome brochure)
— Organisation of social, cultural and sportive events for international students
— Twinning of national and international students (e.g. buddy system, student
mentors, cooperation with local and international student associations)
— Support in finding an accommodation and getting visa, residence permit and
insurance for international students
— Provide specific information for international students via mobile
applications (e.g. on the orientation at the campus, courses, schedule)
— Establish bilingual labels/signs
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7.

Center for international relations
— Provide professional support in the following areas: Integration of
international students, support for adequate accommodation (...), mobility of
students and staff, partnerships, networks, information and marketing,
support in application for external funds
— To make sure that all the activities mentioned above can be carried out
efficiently, it is required that the Centre for International Relations has
sufficient staff and budget.
— Centre for International Relations could provide support for partnership for
research projects (and networking)
8.

Staff development: Incoming & internal staff, scientists &
other staff
— Develop a transparent system for enabling mobilities
— Develop an incentive system to encourage staff to use teaching and training
staff mobility
— Mobility of scientific and administrative staff should be recognised within
the career paths (e.g. in the annual performance evaluation or other
procedures for tenure positions)
— Bonus system for successfully performed international activities
— Provide language training (English language and national language) and
training in the didactical field
— Provide coaching support in English and/or national language for your
university teachers.
— Invite guest lecturers from your partner universities to offer peer-to-peer
advice to your university teachers of a different research topic and use
Erasmus+ staff training to finance those abilities.
— Provide intercultural training courses including sensitisation issues
— Provide multimedia & communication training courses
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9.

Degree programmes: Entry requirements, language
requirements, preparation for internat. labour market,
degree
— Development of curricula with international dimension covering the needs of
the international labour market
— Design joint degree programmes with foreign institutions including external
stake holders, e.g. international alumni, representatives from industries, in
the development and constant evaluation of curricula. Involve them regularly
in evaluation boards and advisory committees
— Accredit all curricula (inter)nationally to increase their potential for EU
funding and for recognition worldwide
— Participate in European and international programmes
— Provide an appropriate structure for the implementation of the joint
programme (group of teachers meeting on a regular basis for the review and
further development of the programme)
10.

Teaching and learning in an international classroom:
English language, didactics, innovations, intercultural
training, new media
The following activities could be used to increase the intercultural competence of
students and staff at your university:
— For students: Intercultural competence - Acting effectively in an international
environment (in Eng.),
https://online.boku.ac.at/BOKUonline/wbLv.wbShowLVDetail?pStpSpNr=283
064&pSpracheNr=1
— The following video can be used in intercultural trainings:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NN-lE5J-j_g&feature=youtu.be
— Think of summer schools as a starting point for future bigger projects
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11.

Research and innovation
— Establish institutional agreements
— Participate in European and international programmes and networks (e.g.
joint research projects, research exchange programmes)
— Participate in international conferences and seminars
— Integrate visiting researchers into academic activities

12.

Alumni and labour market
— Set up/promote a network of national and international alumni (e.g.
continuous information on the institution, regular meetings)
— Highlight alumni with international careers on your website and use them as
ambassadors and contact points abroad
— Announce job vacancies in different languages at international job portals
— Develop a strong cooperation with national and international stake holders of
the labour market
— Consider an international dimension in continued education programmes and
courses
13.

Quality management: development and monitoring of
performance indicators
— Evaluation of curricula Address the peculiarities of international degree
programmes, e.g.
— The “jointness” of a joint degree programme
— Include partner institutions into the evaluation board
— The preparation for an international labour market
— The administration of a joint degree programme
e.g. ELLS Guidelines https://ells.unihohenheim.de/en/95397#jfmulticontent_c178340-2
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— Internationalisation performance indicators in evaluation of curricula and
staff
— Set up a data base (on mobile student and staff, agreements, contact
persons) with relevant indicators relevant for internationalisation, monitor
these indicators at a regular basis
— Annual review of the implementation plans
— Review of the strategy for internationalisation
— Institutional evaluation with focus on internationalisation
e.g. NVAO Assessment framework on institutional level
https://www.nvao.com/quality-assurance-systemsflanders/institutionalreview
m
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Annexes

ANNEX 1

Draft of the self-evaluation questionnaire
developed in the CASEE-In project
Questionnaire
Institutional Commitment, Policies and Opportunities
1)
Does your institution’s mission statement specifically refer to international
education?
2)
Is international or global education listed as one of the top five priorities in your
institution’s current strategic plan?
3)
Does your institution have a separate written plan that addresses institutionwide internationalization?
4)
Has your institution formally assessed the impact or progress of its
internationalization efforts in the last five years?
5)
Has your institution developed specific study programs for international
students?
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6)
Did your institution offer any of the following opportunities to faculty members
in the last three years (2013-2015)?
— Workshops on internationalising
— Workshops that include a focus on how to use technology to enhance the
international dimension of their courses
— Workshops that include a focus on assessing international learning
opportunities to increase their foreign-language skills
— Recognition awards specifically for international activity
7)
When hiring faculty in fields that are not explicitly international, does your
institution give preference to candidates with international background,
experience, or interests? Does your institution involve international experience
as a positive factor in performance appraisals or promotion of academic staff?
— No
— Yes, rarely
— Yes, frequently

Organizational Structure and Staffing
8)
Does your institution have one or more professional staff or faculty members
dedicated at least half time to any of the aspects of internationalization?
If yes, how many in relation to the number of:
9)
What aspects of internationalization are covered by staff in your institution?
— international student recruitment
— international student services
— international scholar services - Education
— Study abroad
— internationalisation of the curriculum
— learning languages
— development and monitoring of international partnerships
— applications and implementation of international projects
— other:
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10)
Who oversees or coordinates internationalization activities or programs?
Is this person full-time or part-time employed?
Does this person coordinate one single or multiple activities / programs?
11)
If you responded “yes” to question 10, to whom does the individual report?
— Chief academic officer
— Other administrator in academic affairs
— Dean
— Rector

Financial Support
12)
a) Has your institution received external funding specifically earmarked for
internationalization programs or activities from any of the following sources in
the last three years (2013-2015)?
— Government
— Local government
— Alumni
— Private donors other than alumni
— Foundations
— Business
— EU
— Other
— No specific external funding received
b) who manages these (administrative lump sum) funds?
13)
Did your institution provide specific funding for any of the following activities to
promote recruitment of full-time, degree-seeking international students at the
undergraduate level last year (2015)?
— Travel for recruitment officers
— Scholarships for international students
— Other
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14)
Did your institution provide specific funding for any of the following activities to
promote recruitment of full-time, degree-seeking international students at the
graduate level last year (2015)?
— Travel for recruitment officers
— Other
— No specific institutional funding provided
15)
Did your institution provide specific funding for any of the following activities to
promote recruitment of full-time, degree-seeking international students at the
PhD level last year (2015)?
— Travel for recruitment officers
— Stipends/Fellowships
— Other, please explain…
16)
Did your institution provide specific funding for any of the following
internationalization programs or activities last year (2015)?
— Faculty leading students on study abroad programs
— Faculty teaching at institutions abroad
— Faculty travel to meetings or conferences abroad
— Faculty studying or conducting research abroad
— Hosting visiting international university / faculty
— Internationalisation of courses
— Other, please explain …
— No specific funding provided
17)
Does your institution or department(s) within your institution provide specific
institutional funds for student education abroad, in addition to all other sources
of financial support?
— No
— Yes, for undergraduate students
— Yes, for graduate students
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Foreign-Language Requirements
18)
Does your institution have a foreign-language admissions requirement for
incoming undergraduates (exchange and full-degree)?
— No
— Yes, for some
19)
Does your institution have a foreign-language admissions requirement for
incoming graduates, PhD and/or postgraduate specialist students (exchange and
full degree)?
— No
— Yes, for some
20)
Please list all foreign languages that were taught at the undergraduate and
graduate level during the last three academic years (2012/2013, 2013/2014,
2014/2015).
21)
Please list all national language courses that were taught at the undergraduate
and graduate level during the last three academic years (2012/2013, 2013/2014,
2014/2015).

Mobility
22)
Did your institution administer for credit any of the following undergraduate,
graduate and PhD education abroad programs last year (2015)?
— Study abroad
— Other
23)
If your institution administers education abroad programs for credit, does it
have guidelines to ensure that undergraduate and graduates students can
participate in approved education abroad programs without delaying
graduation?
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24)
Please estimate the percentage of undergraduate students at your institution
who graduated in 2015 and who engaged in education abroad for credit during
their studying.
— None
— 5 percent to 10 percent
— 11 percent to 20 percent
— 21 percent to 30 percent
— 31 percent to 50 percent
— More than 50 percent
25)
Please estimate the percentage of graduate students at your institution who
graduated in 2015 and who engaged in education abroad for credit during their
studying.
— None
— 5 percent to 10 percent
— 11 percent to 20 percent
— 21 percent to 30 percent
— 31 percent to 50 percent
— More than 50 percent
26)
What percentage of full-time undergraduate, graduate and/or PhD students at
your institution are international students?
— none
— 5 percent to 9 percent
— 10 percent to 25 percent
— More than 25 percent
27)
Does your institution have a strategic international student recruitment plan
that includes specific targets for undergraduate students?
28)
Does your institution have a strategic international student recruitment plan
that includes specific targets for graduate and/or PhD students?
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29)
Does your institution offer any of the following programs or support services for
international students
— Institutional advisory committee of international students
— International alumni services and/or chapters
— learning foreign languages
— other, please specify…
30)
Did your institution offer any of the following programs or activities for
international students last year (2015)?
— Meeting place for students interested in international topics
— Regular and ongoing international festivals or events on campus
— Other, please specify….

31)
Does your institution offer any double and/or joint degree programs with
institutions in other countries?

Use of Technology for Internationalization
32)
Does your institution use technology in any of the following ways to enhance
internationalization?
— Video- or web-based research conferences
— A direct link from your institution’s home page to international programs and
events
— Other, please explain…
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Internationalization Support Services
33)
Which of the following services are available to support international activities?
How important are these services on a scale of 1 to 5 (1=not important at all and
5=extremely important) from a university management point of view?
Practical Services
— Accommodation
— Visa/residence/work permits application service
— Information
— Organization of travel
Academic Services
— Advice
— Information
— Preparation programme
Financial Services
— Scholarships
— Subsidies
— Advice on/help with application
Social Services
— Guidance
— Activities

Incentive system for international cooperation
34)
Does your institution have Incentive system for international cooperation? If
yes, please specify.

Quality Assurance
35)
Does your institution have policy for quality assurance that is public and forms
part of strategic management?
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36)
Does your institution have a process for the design and approval of the study
programmes?
37)
Does your institution ensure that the programmes are delivered in a way that
encourages students to take an active role in creating the learning process?
38)
Does your institution consistently apply pre-defined and publish regulations
covering all phases of the student “life cycle”?
39)
Does your institution apply fair and transparent processes for the recruitment
and development of the staff?
40)
Does your institution have appropriate funding for learning and teaching
activities?
41)
Does your institution collect, analyse and use relevant information for the
effective management of all activities?
42)
Does your institution publish up-to date information on QA analyses (results)
and is it easily accessible?
43)
Does your institution monitor and/or review study programmes to ensure that
they respond to the needs of students and society?
44)
What are the ways of your institution to promote internationalization?
— Web based
— Web page
— Facebook
— Brochure
— Public media (e.g. TV)
— Other, please specify
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ANNEX 2

Examples of other guidelines published with
regard to internationalisation
Publications of the IROICA Network
Gregersen – Hermans J (2011). Intercultural Communication Training for Administrative
Staff. An attempt towards a true international campus: intercultural inclusive and
open to learning. University of Udine, Italy, pp 39. Price 10€ - order online:
agnieszka_wojciechowska@sggw.pl
Delgado M, Hellgren S-L, Nielsen M, Vandecasteele H, Wojciechowska A and Heath S
(2008). Handbook of good practice in the management of the academic studies and
pastoral care of international Master students. Association for European Life Science
Universities, Gent, Belgium, pp 45 . (http://www.icals.com/images/stories/pdf/publications/ICA-Handbook-of-Good-Practice.pdf)
Karlsson I, Mueller I, Atkinson H, Toborn J and Bengtsson (2004). Good practice for
international relations officer. Interuniversity Consortium for Agricultural and Related
Sciences in Europe, 2nd edition, pp55.
Heath S B (2004). Quality in internationalisation, the password for the future.
Proceedings of the 8th European Conference for international relations officers at
higher education institutions for agricultural and related sciences. Institute National
Polytechnique de Lorraine (INPL), Nancy, France pp 43. (http://www.icals.com/images/stories/pdf/publications/IROICA-Workhsop-proceeding-2004.pdf)
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